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AFTER A LAST ALBUM ERA 4.0, PENUMBRA
COMES BACK ON LIVE ON MAY 12TH, 2018
2018 will be a busy year for the French Metal band Penumbra who comes back on stage on the 12th of
May in the North of France (in Douai) after releasing a 4th album, Era 4.0 at the end of 2015.
A welcomed and very expected return from their biggest fans who haven’t seen Penumbra in concert
since 2007.

- About Penumbra -

Female Gothic Metal band, Penumbra was
founded in 1996 in the suburbs of Paris (France)
with no less than 9 musicians to start with. The
band signed a first album « Emanate » in 1999
with the German label Serenades Records and
then successively « The Last Bewitchment » in
2001 and « Seclusion » in 2003 with Season of
Mist.
In 2015, after several years away from stage,
Jarlaath (vocals) and Neo (Guitars) got back
together to release a 4th self-produced album:
« Era 4.0 ». Penumbra offers their music a new,
more modern and actual style with new sounds
and a neo-metal influenced composition.

- An exclusive concert in the North of France in May In December 2017, the band announced on the social networks a delightening news for their fans: together
with Asylum Pyre and Alwaid, Penumbra is back on the stage. This appointment is set up for Saturday the
12th of May near Lille in the North of France. An exclusive date to get back to their public and make them
discover their brand new tracks with a show they certainly will remember...

- Penumbra’s new face Penumbra chose their next concert to publicly present their new member, Valérie Chantraine, a young
talented singer composer who brings the band the youth of a 23-year-old young lady and a new look on her
new compositions melodic lines. She participated in the composition of their latest song : Aïon and becomes
the main character of the related video clip.
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